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job." We find that this case does not support the rationale employed by the majority. There was no
suggestion of a particular danger in the construction of the tower, and there was no causal relationship

between the injury and the work performed on the *1110 tower. In the present case, the Jones' decedent
would have been exposed to the same risk regardless of the place of work. Applying the aforementioned

principles to the facts in this case, we conclude that the worker's death did not arise out of and in the
course of his employment within the meaning of the Workmen's Compensation Law. Therefore, the County

was not immune from liability under the Workmen's Compensation Law. Accordingly, the trial court is
reversed and this case is remanded for entry of a judgment in accordance with this opinion. REVERSED

AND REMANDED. SCHEB, J., concurs. BIRDSALL, P.J., and FRED SCHEB, P.J., concur with opinion. BIRDSALL,
Presiding Judge (concurring with result only). I must concur only in the result. It is difficult to see how the
County could have more than merely helped assemble the windmill. I do not believe a tortfeasor has a
duty to warn against risks which he has no power to eliminate. See Ayres v. Secura Ins., 7 N.J. 293, 300

(1951). But, that is not the theory of the majority opinion, which finds a duty on the part of the County to
prevent any injury occurring to any of its employees, whereas in reality it is the employee's duty to avoid

dangers presented by the hazards of the job. Also, the County has an obligation under the statute to
furnish workman's compensation insurance; State v. Chudom, 129 So.2d 341 (Fla. App. 1961). Q: angularjs

ng-options selects all options when first option is selected AngularJS, ng-options selected is not selected
when first option is selected
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Statistics of Primera División de Puerto Rico for the 2006-07 season. Overview Puerto Rico Soccer League's
season was divided in two tournaments: Apertura 2006 and Clausura 2007. Both tournaments began on

November 2, 2006. Regular season Final standings Apertura 2006 Clausura 2007 Managers Apertura 2006
Arturo Barbosa Barbon, season 2006 Angel Pacheco,?-2007 Juan Molina,?-? ?-? Juan Jose Hidalgo,?-? ?-? ?-?
?-? ?-? ?-? ?-? ?-? Clausura 2007 Juan Molina, season 2007 ? Playoffs Finals First leg Clausura Finals Second

leg External links Puerto Rico Soccer League 2006-07 Category:Puerto Rico Soccer
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